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Think Python: How To Think Like A Computer Scientist Reviews

In January I started the preparation of a programming course targeting students without programming experience. I wanted to use Julia, but I found
that there existed no book with the purpose of learning to program with Julia as the first programming language. I knew the book Think Python by
Allen Downey, which contains all the key ingredients to learn to program properly. However, this book was based on the Python programming
language. My first draft of the course notes was a melting pot of all kinds of reference works, but Think Python: How to Think Like a Computer
Scientist longer I worked on it, the more the content started to resemble the chapters of Think Python. Soon, the idea of developing my course
notes as a port of that book to Julia came to fruition. All the material was available as Jupyter notebooks in a GitHub repository. After I posted a
message on the Julia Discourse site about the progress of my course, the feedback was overwhelming. A book about basic programming concepts
with Julia as the first programming language was apparently a missing link in the Julia universe. It was a bumpy ride. In Think Python: How to Think
Like a Computer Scientist Julia v1. Both the toolchain and the example code had to be made Julia v1. I hope you enjoy working with this book,
and that it helps you learn to program and think like a computer scientist, at least a little bit.
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The book was easy to get a quick understand of it's focus and areas. Table of Content and index are well built. End of each chapter has Think
Python: How to Think Like a Computer Scientist review, very useful. Comprehensiveness rating: 5 see less. The book is accurate and the author
has made considerable effort in fixing noted issues pointed out by users. The book uses python 2x, python has moved to 3x. End of life for
python2 was January 1 Most of the content is still relevant and portable to python 3x. Not Applicable; the topic is cultural neutral. However, in the
context of 'programming' culture, in my view and opinion, it does follow the common traits of disseminating knowledge for the positive influence of
making humanity better, to solve problems ethically, morally and the most sacred promiss not to do harm. The book covers the structures and
components of the Python programming language thoroughly and effectively.
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Downey This is the first edition of Think Pythonwhich uses Python 2. If you are using Python 3, you might want to use the second edition, which is
here. Buy this book at Amazon. Example programs and solutions to some problems are here links to Think Python: How to Think Like a
Computer Scientist examples are in the book. Description Think Python is an introduction to Python programming for beginners. It starts with
basic concepts of programming, and is carefully designed to define all terms when they are first used and to develop each new concept in a logical



progression. Larger pieces, like recursion and object-oriented programming are divided into a sequence of smaller steps and introduced over the
course of several chapters. Some examples and exercises are based on Swampya Python package written by the author to demonstrate aspects of
software design, and to give readers a chance to experiment with simple graphics and animation. Think Python is a Free Book. Download
Precompiled Think Python: How to Think Like a Computer Scientist of the book are available in PDF. Earlier Versions The previous edition of
this book was published by Cambridge University press with the title Python for Software Design. This edition is available from Amazon. This
edition is available from from Lulu.
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